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FIFTY QUID 

(Highly Commended, Katherine Mansfield Award,  

BNZ Literary Awards 2014) 
 

He waited until their wedding night to tell her the story – his story – 

about the night they met. How she walked in, in some floaty white ribbony 

thing like an old lady’s nightie, with her skinny black tights and clumpy black 

shoes. Dark eye makeup, her hair cheaply cut in a mushroom shape with a too-

severe fringe. 

How when she went to the bar to get a pint her friends around the table 

took the piss out of her clothes, but he just looked into his beer and smiled to 

himself and thought, I’m going to marry her. 

Mia was startled at the story, sceptical, but also, he thought, pleased. 

She quizzed him about it and made him repeat it a few times. It was a story 

that carried a whiff of romance, and she had been telling him for years he was 

a write-off in the romance department.  

Was it love at first sight? she asked. Or just fatalism? 

I just knew, he said. I saw you and I knew. 

She wanted to believe it, but she was too practised at debunking his 

myths. 

The train always comes from the other direction first, he’d say, 

shivering on the platform, watching people on the far side filing into the 

lighted carriages.  

Bollocks, Mia would say. You only notice when it does. And for the next 

few weeks, every time they waited for a bus or train, she would point out all 

the times that theirs arrived while the poor bastards on the other side were 

still waiting.   
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It’s like people at home saying it always rains at Labour Weekend, she 

said. Last year it was beautiful, all three days, and the year before that it only 

rained one day. The year before that it pissed down all weekend and even 

though the previous two years had been fine, everyone said, It always rains at 

Labour Weekend. Confirmation bias. You’re a classic case. 

Just my luck, she’d mimic. It was meant to be. You’re a fatalist, she’d 

say. Which is unfortunate, because there’s no such thing as fate. 

So how many other women did you think that about, she pressed, 

swigging a beer from the minibar in her white waffle Hilton robe. The door to 

the tiny balcony was open, and the harbour danced brilliantly blue and silver 

below. How many times did you think you were going to marry someone and 

then just conveniently forget about it later? 

No one, he said. Never. That was the only time and I never forgot it. 

Did you ever think you might be wrong? she said. Did you ever think 

maybe I wasn’t the one, any time in the last five years? 

Right now? he said, laughing. Forget about it. It was just a thing. 

She didn’t forget about it, though. Every few years she’d get him to 

retell the story. He knew she treasured it as evidence of something; something 

she wanted to be convinced of. 

 

 

 

There was no way of knowing, at the beginning, when Mia was still 

studying and he was on the hunt for his first job, that they’d turn out to be on 

the same wavelength about the grown-up stuff as well. Back then, it was about 

making each other laugh. 
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When you were young and liberal and you’d had an arts education in 

the nineties you weren’t supposed to make fun of minorities, or artistic 

expression, or off-mainstream culture. It was exhilarating to recognise in each 

other a mutual skewering humour, to settle, over pints of froth-flecked bitter, 

to the gleeful puncturing of the left-wing pretensions of their middle-class 

friends.  

At bottom, they knew, their shared brand of no-bullshit egalitarianism 

was genuine, unimpeachable. Which left them free to acknowledge, privately, 

that some of the most puerile humour – sexist, racist, generally dodgy – was 

also fucking funny. They weren’t taking the piss out of lesbians, they were 

taking the piss out of people who were too afraid to take the piss out of 

lesbians. Or vegetarians, or conceptual artists, or the disabled, who could be 

arseholes just like anyone else. Themselves, for that matter. 

They swapped life stories, shared their most dastardly thoughts, tested 

the boundaries of each other’s shockability. There’s stuff I keep planning not 

to tell you, said Mia, but it all just comes out. Because nothing I say fazes you. 

They roamed London together, broke, restless, high on each other’s 

company and the sense of a city that could never be exhausted. They did the 

rounds of the free galleries and the churches; they went through Time Out and 

found obscure fringe theatre listings for just a few quid entry. A solitary bald 

woman in a draughty community hall delivering a lengthy harangue in the 

persona of her vagina. An entirely naked dance troupe, obliviously starring a 

couple of bouncing half-hard-ons. An all-female, mostly black ensemble doing 

mash-ups of Shakespeare; a Bach organ recital in a near-derelict church. 

Some of it was amazing, brilliant; some of it was frankly terrible. When 

the house lights went up she’d look at him and lift her eyebrows, deadpan, and 

he would know she was heaving with laughter inside. Later, over bland three-
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quid ravioli served by some vegetarian collective in a church crypt or terrace-

house basement, she’d replay whole sections of the performance for him, until 

they gasped and sobbed into their tumblers of table wine. 

He started working in a small family-owned publishing firm; a year 

later, when she’d knocked off her Master’s, Mia got a job in the marketing 

department of a scientific research company. They were both diligent, clear-

eyed about their team members’ inadequacies. They climbed their respective 

ladders quickly. They fretted at their mistakes; they worried about the staff 

they were suddenly responsible for. When things got stressful, neither of them 

slept. 

They were resolute about money. They went without, and saved half of 

everything they earned. Neither of them had ever had a real income before, so 

to begin with they hardly noticed. They knew how to eat frugally, and bottles 

of Chilean red were £2.99 at Sainsbury’s. In the weekends they walked for 

hours, along the wide, opaque river, through streets of terraced houses, where 

dull brick and concreted front yards gave way to lawns and flowers, rosy 

masonry and ornate plaster moulding.  

Around every corner there was a surprise: a tiny whitewashed gallery 

full of miniature bronze birds; a densely graffitied council estate with two 

burnt-out cars on the scabby grass. A high street with every sign in Sanskrit; a 

round blue plaque marking the birthplace of Dante Rossetti. Eventually they’d 

wash up in a pub somewhere, miles from the nearest tube. They’d go halves in 

a Sunday roast and thaw their fingers in front of the fire; there was always a 

couple of pounds for a pint or two. 

Their friends spent most of their money on travel. All of Europe was on 

their doorstep and North Africa was just a skip away. He and Mia looked at the 

photos and listened to the stories; there were so many places still to go. But 
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they limited themselves to one holiday and a minibreak or two a year, the 

occasional overnighter by train to some desolate off-season coastal town: 

Broadstairs, Cromer, Whitby. When they did go somewhere sunny it was all 

one-star pensiones, lumpy beds and bad plumbing. Budget flights, though one-

pound EasyJet fares inevitably meant being cast up at Luton hours after the 

last connecting train or coach, and having to spring for a minicab home. 

Mia wasn’t always happy about the austerity regime. She wanted boots 

and books and dinner out once in a while. She’d grimace as they walked past 

the chic suburban restaurants and gastropubs, full of sleek, contented people 

in expensive trainers. The little design stores with their window displays of 

blond wood and glittering steel, ceramics and textiles in heartbreaking shades 

of cream and taupe and eggshell blue.  

Sometimes this is a miserable place to be poor, she said. Like living with 

your nose pressed against the sweet shop window. But she knew he was right. 

This was their retirement plan, he said. When they went home they’d be able 

to buy a house, a villa in Grey Lynn or somewhere. It would set them up for 

life. 

It’s like going out with my dad, she said. You’re 25 going on 65. You 

were born for cardigans and slippers and pottering in your shed.  

And it was true, he liked his comforts and his routines. Cups of tea, 

Antiques Roadshow, nine hours’ sleep. He was domesticated and practical, 

with skills learnt from his student jobs as kitchenhand, cleaner, builder’s 

assistant. He’d flatted with vegetarians (and lesbians and conceptual artists); 

he knew how to cook tofu and lentils and how to properly clean a shower as 

well as build a bookshelf. 

She teased him, but she had anachronistic skills of her own. She could 

knit, darn and sew; she made yoghurt and baked bread. They both knew how 
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to fix things, how to plan and measure, cut and finish. How to make a little go a 

long way.  

They moved peaceably around each other in their tiny sixth-floor flat, 

with its miniature galley kitchen, its four-foot-by-four-foot bathroom. One step 

sideways, one step back, like the moving squares of a sliding puzzle. 

Something cohesive emerging from the chaos of fragments. 

They never really fought, not until years later, when they had the girls 

and a whole lot of things began to fall apart. Back then, whenever they tried to 

argue, one of them would start to laugh. Every grievance sounded like a bad 

script, the hackneyed accusations of some brat-pack couple drama.  

Well, fuck you! one of them would eventually shout, smirking. Fuck you 

too! Their best Hollywood accents; impossible not to grin.  

If it was serious, there’d be a few sharp words and then silence. They’d 

avoid eye contact for a while and the next time they spoke, it would be about 

something unrelated, their voices pitched normally again. It was easy, you just 

let it go. There was nothing to be gained by talking about it, steeping 

themselves in it, rehashing everything. 

It was a relief after the drama-addicted women of his university days, 

who insisted on lashing themselves to the tedious, time-consuming wheel of 

tension, crisis, reconciliation, denouement. He’d wait quietly as the currents of 

emotion swirled and dashed and broke around him. Eventually, that was what 

pissed his girlfriends off: they left him because they couldn’t get a rise out of 

him. 

Things didn’t start to unravel for him and Mia until they were back 

home, after the girls were born. Even then, it wasn’t for the first few years. It 

was a shock, of course, the sleep deprivation, the physical demands. The 
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bottomless pit of those small creatures’ needs and wants, the relentless day in, 

day out grind of parenting. 

There was something to be said for how previous generations did it, 

getting married at twenty, the women immediately pregnant. They didn’t have 

all that freedom and self-gratification to lose. It was harder when you were 

thirty-five and you’d had years to get fond of your creaturely pleasures: 

sleeping in, leisurely weekend sex, lazy mornings reading the papers, long 

afternoons in the pub. 

But when the time came he’d been ready to be a father. They barely had 

to discuss it; he wanted to be there for the girls. He couldn’t bear walking out 

the door when Livvy was two weeks old, out of the warm nest of the house with 

its scent of milk and lanolin and lavender, its sweet, intense closed logic. At 

work everything was dull and irrelevant. It was natural to resign, to spend 

months at a time at home with Livvy, this tiny, miraculous daughter of his. 

And then later, more gruellingly, with Livvy the livewire toddler and fretful 

newborn Ella, so that Mia could focus on coaxing her fledgling business.  

At their tenth wedding anniversary Mia stood and spoke, wearing the 

same olive-green dress she had worn at their wedding. She waved her 

champagne flute and reeled off a list of things about him that drove her crazy. 

The safe things, anyway. Dropping dirty socks next to the laundry basket, 

never putting the CDs back in their cases. The fact he always needs to pee half 

an hour after leaving the house, so that by now she’s spent hours of her life 

waiting for him in railway stations, shopping malls, parks, while he goes in 

search of a toilet.  

She said she’d known all those things for years and she’d married him 

anyway. What she hadn’t known was what a great hands-on dad he was going 

to be. How unflinchingly he’d take on half, more than half, of the domestic 
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duties, to support her in her career, to allow her to pursue the things that 

mean so much to her. 

Discovering that, she said, was like buying an old coat at an op shop and 

finding fifty quid in the pocket on the way home. It was a good coat! she said, 

laughing at the collective groan of protest. Plenty of wear left in it! She lifted 

her glass. A toast, then, to my husband. 

The girls were still small then. In many ways the babies were easy; 

there was only one way to do things. It was hard work, of course, but it wasn’t 

complicated. All they needed was to be fed, changed, kept warm, sunblocked, 

put down for sleeps, taken out for walks. You stayed calm and firm through 

their tantrums; there was obviously a right way to do it. They were too little, 

too simple, to be difficult. 

It was later, when it became clear that Livvy was going to be a real 

handful and that it wasn’t just preschooler boundary-testing. Her anxieties, 

her compulsions, the way her mind fixed onto something, ferret-like, and 

would not let it go. Her voice, shrill, querulous, insistent. She was older then, 

more rational, but that made her childish irrationalities harder to bear. She 

was so articulate that it seemed impossible she didn’t understand what she 

was doing to him, to all of them. And Ella, of course, found her own way of 

cutting through it all: she was fearless, loud, scrupulously disobedient. The 

angrier he got, the more she got off on it.  

Nothing prepared you, when they talked about how hard parenthood 

was, for the irritation factor. The noise just went through him. The two of 

them, always one or the other, if it wasn’t both of them, ratcheting up the 

clamour and the tension. Nothing was easy, they never did anything he asked 

without an argument or a drama or straight-out defiance. It was like 
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fingernails on the blackboard, a squeaky door banging in the wind, the drip, 

drip, drip on your forehead until it broke you. 

He and Mia fought properly then, and there was nothing funny about 

any of it. They broke the rules, they argued in front of the kids, about the kids. 

He’d be going at them, full-throttle rage and she would wade in, shouting at 

him for shouting at them. They’ve got to bloody learn, I can’t bloody stand it, 

he’d yell, while the girls stared at them, big-eyed.  

Of course they do, but it won’t be from you swinging your dick around, 

she’d shout back. You don’t need to win. Who’s the adult anyway? Sometimes 

they couldn’t look at each other for days, stumbling around in the uncharted 

territory of their unique misery. Mired in their own sense of failure. 

Eventually the girls mellowed, or maybe they all did. Over time, all 

those individual scars, all the mishandled rows and regretted words, lost their 

early, painful significance: the sense of having spoilt something irreparably. 

The scratches, the mistakes, layered and buffed into the patina of something 

worn and familiar, something you could live with. 

But by the time the fighting stopped the tide had gone out, leaving him 

and Mia stranded far apart. A great expanse of uncrossable territory between 

them, quaggy and unsafe. There was no language that wasn’t chores, routines, 

logistics. Can you make the sandwiches. Don’t forget Livvy’s got ballet. I got 

some meat out for dinner. 

It was easy with the girls, with their pliable bodies and open faces, their 

soft arms around his neck. I love you too, Daddy. He told them every day; it 

was a reflex. He gathered them up in his arms, kissing them until his stubble 

made them shriek, tickling them till they sobbed they would wet their pants. 
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He’d look at Mia’s determined profile, the downward set of her mouth, 

sketched about with lines that had never been there before. She moved around 

him, her hands busy, her steps brisk.  

Do you need a job to do? she’d say, if she saw him standing and looking. 

You can get the washing in if you’re at a loose end. Or empty the bin. 

The words lay in his mouth like coins: I do love you, really. The key 

change too discordant, sounding a note of portentousness he didn’t intend.  

Her footsteps went back and forth, one end of the house to the other. 

Snapping the laundry into folds, snatching crumpled bits of paper from school 

bags, clashing pots in the sink. She’d pass him sitting on the couch, cradling 

the remote in his hand, and lift her eyebrows expressionlessly. Comfortable? 

Sit down, he wanted to say. Just sit with me. But Mia never just sat; she 

made a virtue and a defence of being constantly in motion. Occasionally he’d 

press himself against her at the sink, cup a hand around her breast. But even 

that was too abrupt. 

What’s that in aid of? she’d say. Balls going blue? Leaning away from 

him to reach something out of a drawer. That habitual archness, the flip tone 

that had long been their substitute for intimacy.  

It was one of her complaints, that he only approached her when the 

physical need asserted itself. Once she turned around and grabbed his hand, 

bending the fingers back painfully. 

Look, she said, you have to manufacture some context first. Some 

pretence of sentiment. Otherwise it’s too weird, like being jumped by my 

flatmate. Turning back to the bench, picking up the heavy knife, 

tocktocktocktocktock. 

What did she want? Cuddles, compliments. Everything he thought of 

doing or saying reeked of some crappy romance. There was nothing new to 
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say, nothing but platitudes, banalities, all of it weighted with inverted commas. 

And she was just as likely to respond with an eye roll, Yeah, right. 

Easier just to back off, settle back into their usual shtick, their mood of 

slightly antagonistic affection. Playing a part: long married, resigned to each 

other. Don’t hurry back, when one of them went away. That was in the good 

old days, before I met your mother. Feel free to go and live somewhere else, 

honestly, it wouldn’t be a problem. Hamming it up for their friends. 

Every few years there would be a kind of crisis. Mia would lay it out for 

him, her voice low and measured and tense. His distance, her dissatisfaction. I 

sound like some needy fucking Doris, she’d say furiously, scrubbing at her 

eyes. I hate that you fucking reduce me to this, begging for crumbs of affection. 

He’d apologise, and promise to be different. For a while things would 

open up between them. There’d be eye contact, the occasional embrace, more 

sex. A channel would open up in that expanse of tidal sand, a means of 

approaching each other. One kiss would open the way for another, and 

another. They talked more, a bit, anyway. But life always rushed back in, the 

fresh demands of living with teenagers, the daily disturbances of hormones 

and curfews and discipline. Then the girls left home, the initial wash of relief 

and desolation subsiding, and the channel was gone, obliterated without a 

trace. 

 

 

 

He never thought about leaving, though he suspected Mia sometimes 

did. The idea of marriage made sense to him. He and Mia were a stable, 

functioning unit. A solid base for the kids.  
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Other women were bundles of disconcerting particularities: alien hair, 

eyes, breasts, an excess of sweet small talk. If he’d found someone he could rub 

along with, why put himself through any of that grass-is-greener business? It 

was exhausting, anyway, the idea of going out on the pull with one of his 

damaged-goods single mates. Bars full of girls young enough to be his 

daughters, the tired caricature of the leering midlife male.  

He’d noticed other women, of course, over the years. There was Lisa, 

whom he’d worked with for a while. She was so unlike Mia that she was like 

another species, exciting and alarming. She was built on a different scale, 

taller, more solid, and seemed to inhabit a different medium, a denser 

atmosphere. Her movements and speech were economical; she had a husky 

voice and a slow, easy laugh. He fixated on her for a time, allowing himself the 

occasional furtive wank, which just felt vaguely impolite. The thought of doing 

anything else about it was paralysing.  

It was possible, in that part of herself she held secret, that Mia was 

gearing up to do something reckless. Maybe she already had. He’d told her, 

back when they talked about things like that, that she’d be bloody stupid if she 

did mess around. Mess being the operative word. The gratuitous 

entanglement, the muddying of things, would be intolerable for him. Though 

now, when it came down to it, he found he didn’t want to know. 

He and Mia had initially got married to sort out their UK visa situation. 

I was proposed to by the British Consulate, Mia told people, sardonically. They 

cringed a bit when they broke the news to their friends. No one they knew was 

married; weddings seemed like collective exercises in pop-culture cheese. 

They came back home to do it, on a shoestring. A picnic in the Domain, Mia in 

sparkly jandals with a bouquet of plastic roses. They fake-tattooed each other’s 
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names on their arms and linked their wrists to drink a toast in pink Lindauer. 

The night at the Hilton was their one real indulgence. 

In the end, it was staying together that was the unconventional thing. 

Eventually everyone else got married: classy, understated, grown-up affairs. 

And two by two, most of them seemed to carry on down the equally predictable 

route. Fifty per cent of New Zealand marriages, apparently. Though some of 

their friends had gone for colourful specifics, like the workmate who married 

the Colombian nanny and moved to Tuakau. The investment-scheme fraudster 

whose wife left him when her Audi was seized by bailiffs in the school car park; 

the partner-swapping scandal that rocked the arts management world and 

made the weekend papers. 

He and Mia looked at the fallout – the kids, the money, the lawyers – 

and said, fuck that. They said it to each other, like a renewal of their vows. And 

for a while they allowed themselves to argue more, because they could; 

because they’d agreed that none of it was terminal. 

Staying married is easy, Mia said to her friends. All you have to do is 

lower your expectations. 

 

 

 

He’d always had this image of the two of them, old, in Cape Cod chairs 

maybe, or the archetypal rockers. Sitting on a sunny porch, watching the 

world go by. Fifty years under the bridge, a lifetime of companionship.  

It was a simple enough idea: growing old together. But he was thinking 

in grand terms, in epic leaps of time. A neat vault across the chasm of years, 

the triumphant landing on the other side. Up close, it happened day by day, 
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step by painstaking step. Great tracts of tedium, long-term low-level irritation, 

years and years that were more about tolerance and routine than love. 

There were no shortcuts, no way of leaping across the void. Just hand 

over hand progress down the rocky face on one side and fingernail by 

fingernail clawing up the other.  

But now, suddenly, here they are. Decades behind them, even if they 

won’t make the full fifty. After all that, she’s threatening to go off and leave 

him for good. Soon, more likely than not. Riddled with it, she says, like a ripe 

stilton.  

It’s just another thing kids take away from you, she said in the car, 

driving away from the specialist’s bland, tasteful office, with its anodyne wood-

framed pastel prints and strategically placed boxes of tissues. The luxury of 

indifference to death. They saddle you with a moral obligation to survive. I 

hated that, when I first figured it out. 

She put her hand on his and stared out the window. I thought it would 

be easier now they’re grown up, she said. But it still seems unfair to bugger off 

and leave them. Just when they’re about to have kids of their own. 

Thirty years ago she’d said something similar. Shortly before they got 

married she went tramping without him in Nepal; an opportunity had come 

up, a cancellation in someone’s trip. She and her friends took a tiny plane up 

into the Himalayas and landed at Lukla, that impossible, precipitous airstrip 

cut into the side of a mountain. He’s seen the YouTube clips since. She’d never 

been afraid of flying, not even in tinpot small planes. She was the only person 

he knew who actually enjoyed air turbulence. But when she got back she told 

him, resentfully, that for the first time in her life she’d been terrified. 

It wasn’t just about me any more, she said. I kept thinking about how 

unfair it would be to get killed two months before our wedding. God, can you 
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imagine the headlines? Bride-to-be dies in Himalayan plane crash. They’d have 

a field day. 

Today she looks at him, her face on the pillow pinched and pale, with 

the same exasperation. She can’t even slip off into welcome oblivion; for his 

sake, she’s got to go through this last dreary coda, the tedious morning-after 

come-down. Weather the inconvenient guilt of rendering him a sad, shambling 

widower. 

I’ll tell you something horrible, she says. I always wanted to die slowly 

of something terminal. The chance to be a hero, all brave and stoic. With 

plenty of time to say the unsaid stuff.  

Careful what you wish for! he says, striving for lightness. 

Ah, that’s bollocks too, she says, turning her face away impatiently. 

There’s no cause and effect, is there? It’s irony, not fate. Anyway, now there’s 

too much time. Too many bloody minutes. And I’d have preferred a bit less 

mess and indignity. 

The girls have been regular visitors, perching awkwardly on or near the 

bed. Livvy keeps up a bright, brittle chatter, Ella is laconic. Plenty of mordant 

humour, which Mia likes, and a few halting declarations, which she doesn’t. 

Ah, talk among yourselves, Mia says, flapping a hand at them. Let me 

get on with this. I know you’ve got better things to do.  

She refuses to be scared, but she’s the first to admit that hers is the 

easy part. Just pain now, and oblivion soon. There could be fear in infinity, the 

ungraspable nature of it, if you let yourself think about it. The queasiness of 

looking out into the universe, past the pinpoints of the densely packed night 

sky. Out to somewhere utterly irreconcilable with the room you’re about to 

return to, full of incidental objects and everyday light.  
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For him, it’s the finality of that GAME OVER screen. The outcome 

incontestable, even if your finger slipped or the button stuck, if you were on a 

high score and it just wasn’t fair. Your final fuck-up irreversible, whatever it 

was. 

Mia’s good at closing that stuff down, though: finality, infinity, 

whatever. What she hates is the banality of it, reducing her to what she’s 

always railed against. Frailty, dependence. The final cliche. 

It was on my bucket list, she says now. To have an affair. To find 

someone who really wanted me and let myself get carried away.  

She’s watching him, but he can’t think of anything to say.  

I never did, though. I had the opportunity, once or twice. Turns out you 

were enough for me after all. She laughs, coughs and winces. 

I’ve always loved you, he says, a little desperately. It sounds flaccid, 

lame, but he forces it out. His last chance to inoculate himself against an 

unknowable regret. 

Ah, the deathbed declaration, she says. Good to get all those loose ends 

tied up. But she takes pity on him and squeezes his hand. I know, she says. It 

doesn’t matter any more anyway. Honestly. 

The bedside confession scene, but the set is all wrong. An ordinary 

bedroom, a strip of watery sunlight. No pool of lamplight, no diseased-ravaged 

face in dramatic chiaroscuro. Just a tired woman in bed, a view out onto a 

suburban street. The sound of a lawnmower and next door’s three-year-old 

cranking up into a tantrum. 

He escapes outside soon enough, carrying the basket of washing. The 

morning air is cold, fragrant with damp grass and woodsmoke and the faint 

tang of vehicle exhaust. The brisk breeze chills his fingers and whips the damp 

T-shirts and tea towels sideways as he pegs them on the line.  
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He thinks about the article he was reading earlier, on the growing green 

economy in the new Asian superpowers. There’s a bit in there about 

greenwashing in the West that will make Mia laugh. She’s been too tired to 

read much lately, and she enjoys a good journalistic spanking of the status 

quo. Those mediawatch programmes that expose all the hypocrisy and 

inconsistencies and lies.  

He’ll tell her all about it, as soon as he goes inside. 


